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Abstract

Video generation remains a challenging task due to spatiotemporal complexity and the requirement of synthesizing diverse motions with temporal consistency. Previous works attempt to generate videos in arbitrary lengths either in an autoregressive manner or regarding time as a continuous signal. However, they struggle to synthesize detailed and diverse motions with temporal coherence and tend to generate repetitive scenes after a few time steps. In this work, we argue that a single time-agnostic latent vector of style-based generator is insufficient to model various and temporally-consistent motions. Hence, we introduce additional time-dependent motion styles to model diverse motion patterns. In addition, a Motion Style Attention modulation mechanism, dubbed as MoStAtt, is proposed to augment frames with vivid dynamics for each specific scale (i.e., layer), which assigns attention score for each motion style w.r.t de-convolution filter weights in the target synthesis layer and softly attends different motion styles for weight modulation. Experimental results show our model achieves state-of-the-art performance on four unconditional 256² video synthesis benchmarks trained with only 3 frames per clip and produces better qualitative results with respect to dynamic motions. Code and videos have been made available at https://github.com/xiaoqian-shen/MoStGAN-V.

1. Introduction

Learning algorithms for image generation are rapidly reaching maturity and are expected to soon approach human levels of performance. However, the video generation task does not share similar success and remains a research opportunity to be further explored. Since videos are computationally intensive to model, a key question is how to generate high-quality videos with limited computation resources. Another challenge is that due to the very nature of video data, video synthesis is not simply tantamount to generating high-quality images that change over time but also requires generating these frames with temporal consistency, i.e., natural transitions between frames as well as realistic motions. This problem gets even more severe when the number of elements (e.g., objects and background) that move spatiotemporally grows.

Towards low computation consumption, several RNN or LSTM-based autoregressive approaches [5, 22, 28, 29] reduce computation complexity and make long video generation possible but the resulting videos tend to accumulate errors over time and contain inconsistent frames. Recent works use implicit neural representations by regarding time as continuous signals and mapping time to either spatial coordinates [39] or StyleGAN [12] feature inputs [26]. Although these methods leverage sparse training to enhance training efficiency and produce arbitrarily long videos, they fall short in capturing diverse patterns of changing motions. For instance, a generated video of a person talking may contain only low-frequency global motions like moving head to different angles but lack the ability to synthesize high-frequency mouth and eye actions, e.g., open/close mouth and blink eyes.

The limitation of previous works leads us to rethink how to explicitly model the diversity of motions and leverage them for motion synthesis in the video generation pro-

Figure 1. Intuitively show how motion styles model different motion patterns along time steps. Each curve corresponds to one motion style as a function of time step $t$. Each motion style will adaptively modulate filter weights of the generator with our proposed MoStAtt mechanism and further stylize input features with dynamic motions.
cess. Motion segmentation methods [3, 6, 15] assume similar trajectories representing for similar motions and segment videos into static background and diverse moving objects, which explicitly model them on perception level. Drawing inspiration from this perceptual grouping concept commonly employed in motion segmentation literature, we formulate the notion of diverse motion modeling for video generation on top the style-based framework [12, 13, 26] which leverage style parameters to control different levels of synthesis by modulating the weights of scale-specific layers in the generator. This means we aim to design group of motion styles, each of which corresponds to one motion pattern and is able to stylize input features with dynamic motions by adaptively modulating the weights of deconvolutional filters.

In this work, we aim at generating videos with vivid dynamics and rich motions over time while preserving temporal consistency. We argue that single time-agnostic latent vector of the StyleGAN-based model is insufficient to model different motion patterns in complicated motion-variant video datasets and consider auxiliary style control to increase motion awareness in the generation process. To this end, we introduce the concept of motion styles for video generation and develop a motion network to generate time-dependent motion styles to model diverse motion patterns along continuous time. In addition, we consider how to make multiple motion styles dynamically contribute to motion synthesis since motions might temporally exist in several frames while disappear in other time steps. Therefore, a motion-style attention modulation mechanism, dubbed as MoStAtt, is designed to perform cross-attention between deconvolutional filters and motions styles and linearly combine filter-specific and time-dependent motion styles for dynamic filter weight modulation. Variant motion styles that correspond to different motion patterns will adaptively attend for frames stylization and thus the modulated weights can better represent time-dependent and diverse motions. Note that our approach differs from previous works, which either predict latent motion trajectories for an image generator [28] or generate continuous motion codes and concatenate them with constant vectors to serve as initial feature inputs for a generator network [26]. In contrast, our proposed motion styles and MoStAtt modules are designed to modulate kernel weights, rather than functioning as feature inputs.

Our contributions are highlighted below:

- Introducing time-dependent motion styles for video generation task in addition to the original time-agnostic content style of style-based models to facilitate weight modulation and thus raise temporal awareness and enhance motion synthesis.
- Motion style attention modulation mechanism, dubbed as MoStAtt, which softly attends different motion styles for weight modulation in each synthesis layer and facilitates the modulated weights to augment individual static frames with dynamic motions across holistic time continuous videos.
- Our simple yet effective approach achieves state-of-the-art performance in unconditional video generation and enhances qualitative results of motion synthesis.

2. Related Work

2.1. Video Synthesis

Different from image generation, which only models pixels at the spatial level, generating video from scratch is a more challenging task since it takes an additional temporal dimension into consideration. VGAN [33] adapts GAN to generate foreground scenes using 3D deconvolution and combines 2D background to create videos with a mask. MoCoGAN [29] and TGAN [21] model spatial and temporal dimensions with an image generator and a RNN model separately. MoCoGAN-HD [28] proposes to predict a sequence of latent motion trajectory by training a motion generator and fed it into pre-trained StyleGAN to synthesize a sequence of images. StyleGAN-V [26] [12] regards time as continuous signals while DIGAN [39] builds on top of INR-GAN [25] and treats videos as continuous signals at both spatial and temporal dimensions. LongVideoGAN [4] leverages a hierarchical generator in a multi-scale training strategy to synthesis first-person viewpoint videos. Our method builds on top of style-based model and considers time as a continuous signal similar to [26, 39] and extends style-based models with additional temporal dependent motion styles and prioritizes motion awareness with newly proposed style-based attention weight modulation technique.

In addition, several works compress high dimensional video data into a discretized latent space. For instance, VideoGPT [37] utilizes VQ-VAE [31] to encode video data to latent sequences for the prior model to predict target sequences. TATS [8] extends VQ-GAN [7] to 3D and conditions one interpolation transformer on a sparse autoregressive transformer to predict tokens. Recently, diffusion models have also been applied in the video generation task [10, 11, 38]. But they require huge computation resources, with millions of time steps to achieve high quality results and also suffer from slow inference speed. For example, a single frame of video generated with Disco Diffusion [14] takes on the order of 5 minutes and 17 seconds for animation adaptations of Stable Diffusion [19], and 1 minute for CogVideo [11]. However, our method upholds a computation effective manner that trains model with only 3 frames for each video clip and is able to generate videos at 3.12 millisecond per frame during inference time.
2.2. HyperNetworks

HyperNetworks refer to the models that use an auxiliary light network to generate parameters for the main networks [9, 17]. Hypernetworks have been proved useful in many fields like few-shot learning [2], continual learning [32], and language modeling [27]. In the case of generative models, [16] utilizes HyperNetworks to transform text-conditional signal to modulate weights of the generator for text-controllable image generation. In this work, we leverage a HyperNet-augmented modulation approach to facilitate motion synthesis in video generation task, which means weight modulation matrix of each deconvolutional layer are produced with a HyperNetwork. HyperNetworks suffer from extreme memory consumption due to additional parameterization. To alleviate this issue, we adopt a low-rank modulation technique to obtain the modulation weight matrix as the product of factorized modulating tensors produced by a HyperNetwork to improve training efficiency.

2.3. Latent Space Decomposition

Style-based models [12, 13, 26] transform latent vectors to different modulation based convolutional layers for fine-grained synthesis control. Alterations of the latent code correspond to particular manipulations in generated images. Recent works [24, 35] attempt to figure out the valid directions in the high-dimensional latent space for interpretable style control. [34] decompose motion codes into orthogonal basis deviating from source images for image animation. [18] decomposes images into appearance and pose representations and re-composes both representations to obtain latent code \( w \) for facial video generation. Our method separates a new branch to generate time-dependent motion styles in parallel with original content vector of style-based models and separately modulate the weights of deconvolutional layers with both time-agnostic content style as global context and time-sensitive motion styles to augment static frames with dynamic motions.

3. Method

3.1. Method Overview

**Generator.** Our generator derives from StyleGAN-V [26], which treats time as a continuous signal and can generate arbitrary length of frames. It models motion noise \( z_{t_0}^m, ..., z_{t_n}^m \in \mathcal{N}(0, I) \) with Conv1d layers, where \( m \) represents for motion noise and \( t_0, ..., t_n \) denote discrete time steps in chronological order. Then it uses acyclic positional encoding to predicts amplitudes, periods, and phases of corresponding waves for motions of different frequencies to obtain motion code \( v_t \) for current time step \( t \) (see left-top part of Figure 2). Then \( v_t \) is concatenated with trainable constant vector as generator inputs.

Same as style-based methods [12, 13, 26], our generator samples a noise vector \( z' \in \mathcal{N}(0, I) \) from a Gaussian distribution and passes it through a Mapping Network \( F_c \) to get latent vector \( w \in \mathbb{R}^{d_w} \) in intermediate latent space \( \mathcal{W} \). For each synthesis layer, \( w \) will be transformed by an Affine Network \( A \) to generate content style \( s \in \mathbb{R}^{c_m} \) in \( S \) space [35]. The content style then modulates the filter weight \( W_G \in \mathbb{R}^{c_{out} \times c_{in} \times k_h \times k_w} \) of corresponding convolutional layer in the generator by element-wise product, i.e., \( W'_G = W_G \odot W_c \), where \( W_c \) is obtained by broadcasting \( s \) to \( \mathbb{R}^{c_{in} \times k_h \times k_w} \), and \( c_{out}, c_{in}, k_h, k_w \) represent for output channel, input channel, and kernel size of current filter respectively.

In this study, instead of using motion codes only as generator inputs, we argue that time-dependent motion styles can be generated from motion codes and further used to modulate the weights of synthesis layers for diverse motion synthesis. Figure 2 gives an overview of the generator network. We elaborate on the generation process of time-sensitive motion styles in Section 3.2 and propose a new attention-based modulation mechanism MoStAtt in Section 3.3.

**Discriminator.** For computation efficiency, we follow previous work [26] that uses a 2D discriminator network instead of 3D convolutional networks to independently extract features for each individual frame. After reaching a lower resolution block of the discriminator, it concatenates all the frame features within a video by time dimension as the global representation for the whole video. At the last block, the discriminator computes time distance information encoded with positional encodings and outputs real/fake logits as a dot product between time difference embeddings and the global feature vector.

However, we think such an operation still could not enable the discriminator to capture the motion differences in feature level, thus, we also feed frame differences as auxiliary discriminator inputs to facilitate motion artifact capture, which will be elaborated in Section 3.5.

3.2. Time-sensitive Motion Styles

Although StyleGAN-V [26] represents time as a continuous signal and concatenates the time-dependent motion code \( v_t \) on top of the constant vector as generator inputs; however, it struggles to model motions of different patterns, which means the dynamic motion and the relatively static background will have a similar frequency to move, (i.e., the head might resemble a similar moving trajectory as the mouth in a talking head generation case). The main reason is that the content style mentioned above is invariant to time and lacks temporal information, thus, it is insufficient to model the whole video, which contains complex motions of variant motion patterns. To address this issue, we augment the generation process with additional time-dependent
motion styles apart from the original content style by leveraging two types of styles to separately modulate weights of each synthesis layer of the generator.

In original StyleGAN-V [26] method, each motion code \( v_t \) is generated from a sequence of trajectory noise and processed by several \( \text{conv1d} \) layers with a large filter (e.g., kernel size is 11), it, therefore, has already received long-term temporal information across different time steps. In this work, we want to utilize such knowledge to generate time-dependent motion styles. More specifically, the latent vector \( w \) will be concatenated with motion code \( v_t \in \mathbb{R}^{d_r} \) and then pass through a Motion Network \( F_m \) to generate \( K \) time-dependent motion vectors \( \{m_{t}^{k}\}_{k=1,2,...,K} \) for each time step \( t \). A HyperNetwork is then designed to transform these motion vectors into a weight modulation matrix to modulate \( \{m_{t}^{k}\}_{k=1,2,...,K} \) respectively to control the weights of each Synthesis Block. Within \( \text{ModConv2d} \), the content style first modulate the weight \( W_{G} \) of deconvolutional filter same as vanilla style-based model [12]. Then MoStAtt mechanism first performs cross attention between weight matrix \( W_{G} \) and modulation matrix \( M_{t} \) (consists of \( K \) motion styles) and softly attends different motion styles as motion modulation matrix \( S_{t} \) and then the weight matrix \( W_{G} \) will be modulated by \( S_{t} \), resulting in the final modulated weights \( W_{G}^{t} \) of deconvolution layer for time step \( t \). This mechanism will be elaborated in Section 3.3.

\[
M_{t}^{k} = \sum_{p=1}^{K} v_{1}^{p} \otimes v_{2}^{p} \otimes v_{3}^{p}
\]

where \( M_{t}^{k} \in \mathbb{R}^{c_{in} \times k_{h} \times k_{w}} \) and \( \otimes \) denotes outer product. \( v_{1}^{p} \), \( v_{2}^{p} \), and \( v_{3}^{p} \) denote modulating vectors slicing from \( \tilde{m}_{t}^{k} \) with sizes of \( c_{in}, k_{h}, k_{w} \) respectively. Eventually, the whole modulation matrix for \( K \) motion styles is \( \hat{M}_{t} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times (c_{in} \times k_{h} \times k_{w})} \).

3.3. MoStAtt: Motion Style Attention Modulation

Inspired by [16] which utilizes text-conditional signal for weight modulation and leverage attention mechanism for text-controllable image generation, we explore attention mechanisms for motion style weight modulation in the case of unconditional video generation and aim to make motion
styles softly attend modulation operation for diverse motion pattern modeling. Representing videos as a combination of individual frames, we integrate $t$ into batch dimension and perform attention between the modulation matrix $M_t$ and deconvolutional filter weights in each synthesis layer formulated as below:

$$S_t = \text{Softmax}\left( \sqrt{\frac{1}{c_{in} \times k_h \times k_w}} W^T_G (M_t)^T \right) M_t \quad (2)$$

where $S_t \in \mathbb{R}^{c_{out} \times (c_{in} \times k_h \times k_w)}$ denotes the final motion modulation matrix. Intuitively, this operation determines which motions should attend in current frame, given the whole context. Therefore, the motion-attended weights will decorate the generated frames with diverse motions and progressively interact with contextualized information layer by layer via MoStAtt mechanism. The modulated weights for current frame will be finalized as $W^t_G = W^t_G \odot S_t$, thus the modulated weights of each ModConv2d layer will be aware of temporal information from $S_t$. Please check the right part of Figure 2 for illustration.

### 3.4. Motion Diversity

To encourage motion styles to be disentangled from each other for modeling various motions patterns, we further leverage orthogonality constraints introduced in [23] to prevent motion modulation weights from overlapping. More specifically, we obtain the attention matrix $A_t = \frac{W^t_G (M_t)^T}{\sqrt{c_{in} \times k_h \times k_w}}$ (from Eq. 2) before softmax layer and calculate a regularization loss for each ModConv2d as follows:

$$L_{div} = \frac{1}{T} \sum_{t=1}^{T} \|A_t^T A_t\|_F \quad (3)$$

where $\| \cdot \|_F$ is the Frobenius norm and we average over all ModConv2d layers to form a motion regularization loss.

### 3.5. Motion Consistency

Another issue that hinders the performance of existing video generation methods is that they fail to preserve long-term consistency, e.g., motions will become receptive after several frames. To alleviate periodic artifacts, we strengthen the discriminator with frame discrepancy to capture motion changes among different frames. More specifically, we compute differences between every frame pair in a video and concatenate them with either generated or real videos as the discriminator’s input. Therefore, the input of the discriminator will be:

$$(x_1, \ldots, x_N, \delta x_1, \ldots, \delta x_{N-1}), \quad \delta x_i := |x_{i+1} - x_i| \quad (4)$$

where $(x_1, \ldots, x_N)$ represent for $N$ generated frames for a video clip. Intuitively, since consecutive frames are correlated due to their time continuity, this operation encourages the discriminator to focus on motion artifacts among frames.

Note that StyleGAN-V [26] also attempted in a similar way that it computes differences between activations of next/previous frames in a video and concatenates this difference to the original activation maps, but it did not work because the discriminator is far more powerful and outpaces the generator much. In contrast, we observed that it works for our approach since our layer-wise MoStAtt augmented generator can produce realistic enough motions and fight against the discriminator, making it more capable of capturing motion artifacts.

### 4. Experiments

#### 4.1. Experimental Setups

**Datasets.** Our MoStGAN-V model is evaluated on 4 unconditional benchmarks: FaceForensics 256$^2$ [20], SkyTimelapse 256$^2$ [36], RainbowJelly 256$^2$ [26] and CelebV-HQ 256$^2$ [40]. We provide the details of the dataset in supplementary.

**Evaluation metrics.** Following previous works, we use Frechet Video Distance (FVD) [30] to evaluate the video generation performance. However, FVD is heavily dependent on data preprocessing procedures and sensitive to different sampling strategies (Appendix C in [26]). Following [26], we prepare 2048 frames from real video and subsample the generated video into 16-frame and 128-frame segments, respectively, denoted as $FVD_{16}$ and $FVD_{128}$, to evaluate the generation quality. For all the experiments we select the results with the best $FVD_{16}$ performance. In addition, we also conduct a human evaluation with respect to motion diversity and time consistency.

**Comparison Approaches.**

- MoCoGAN-HD [28] decomposes content and motion synthesis and introduces a motion generator to discover the desired trajectory in the latent space of a pre-trained image generator.

- VideoGPT [37] first trains a VQ-VAE [31] model for discrete latent representations of videos and then a GPT-like architecture to autoregressively model the discrete latents.

- DIGAN [39] utilizes an INR-based video generator to improve the motion dynamics by manipulating the space and time coordinates separately.

- StyleGAN-V [26] regards time as continuous signals and concatenates the continuous motion codes on top of a pre-trained vector in StyleGAN2 [12] architecture.

**Implementation Details.** All models are trained on 32GB NVIDIA V100 GPUs. Our model uses one node of 4 GPUs and takes less than 2 days to converge to the lowest $FVD_{16}$. The proposed Motion Network $F_m$ is implemented by several MLP layers which map the concatenation of motion
Table 1. Comparison of quantitative performance among unconditional video generation models. For each method, we report the result with the best FVD16 performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>FaceForensics 256&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>SkyTimelapse 256&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>RainbowJelly 256&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>CelebV-HQ 256&lt;sup&gt;2&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FVD&lt;sub&gt;16&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>FVD&lt;sub&gt;128&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>FVD&lt;sub&gt;16&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>FVD&lt;sub&gt;128&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoCoGAN-HD [28]</td>
<td>111.8</td>
<td>653.0</td>
<td>164.1</td>
<td>878.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VideoGPT [37]</td>
<td>185.9</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>222.7</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIGAN [39]</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>1824.7</td>
<td>83.1</td>
<td>196.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN-V [26]</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>89.3</td>
<td>79.5</td>
<td>197.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoStGAN-V (ours)</td>
<td><strong>39.7</strong></td>
<td><strong>72.6</strong></td>
<td><strong>65.3</strong></td>
<td><strong>162.4</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

code $v_i$ and latent vector $w$ into $K$ latent motion vectors \( \{m^k_i\}_{k=1,2,...,K} \) with a dimension of 128, followed by a conv1d-based HyperNetwork with kernel size 1 to transform them into motion styles \( \{\tilde{m}^k_i\}_{k=1,2,...,K} \). We observe that increasing the rank in Eq. (1) would not improve performance but increase parameters thus set rank $R$ to 1. By default, we set $K$ to 8 in our experiments.

4.2. Unconditional Video Generation

Quantitative Comparison. As shown in Table 1, our MoStGAN-V achieves new state-of-the-art performance on all datasets. Generally, FVD<sub>128</sub> score is higher than FVD<sub>16</sub> since 128-frames-long videos require more coherent features to fit the real distribution. It is interesting to find that DIGAN [39] reports a lower FVD<sub>128</sub> score than FVD<sub>16</sub> on the RainbowJelly dataset, while ours has a closer FVD<sub>16</sub> and FVD<sub>128</sub> score. One possible explanation is this dataset contains jellyfish moving back and forth, resulting in similar frames after several time steps. Note that the RainbowJelly dataset contains complex hierarchical motions, which makes this benchmark more challenging than others. Our MoStGAN-V method successfully achieves the best performance on this motion-diverse dataset with the proposed MoStAtt mechanism.

Qualitative Results. Figure 3 shows qualitative results of unconditional video generation among five comparing methods. The major qualitative difference in results is that our model preponderates other approaches by generating realistic detailed motions assisted with motion style modulation. For instance, in CelebV-HQ 256<sup>2</sup> [40] datasets, MoCoGAN-HD [28] merely generates consecutive images without any consistent motions. VideoGPT [37] and DIGAN [39] pay attention to motion synthesis but fail to preserve quality in longer time steps. StyleGAN-V [26] can only generate stable longer videos with moving faces but lacks of detailed motion synthesis. In contrast, our model succeeds in fine-grained and consistent facial expression and motion generation, (e.g. open/close for mouth and blinking eyes). Therefore, after introducing motion style and implementing MoStAtt mechanism on top of StyleGAN-V [26], people can actually talk!

Human Evaluation. In addition, we use Mechanical Turk to assess the quality of 100 generated videos per method for each dataset on both motion diversity and temporal consistency aspect. Given a pair of videos generated by StyleGAN-V [26] and our MoStGAN-V models trained on the same dataset, people are asked to decide which video is better w.r.t motion diversity and time consistency separately. Each video is evaluated by 5 unique workers. We provide a neutral option if the volunteers find it’s hard to decide which model is better. From Figure 4, our MoStGAN-V model shows significantly better video generation quality on all evaluated datasets w.r.t both motion diversity and consistency.

4.3. Ablation study

Motion styles and MoStAtt. We first investigate the effect of motion styles and how MoStAtt mechanism contributes to the performance. We compare with the baseline method StyleGAN-V [26] which does not have time-variant motion styles, i.e. $K = 0$. We also conduct experiments using different numbers of motion styles, with $K$ selecting from $\{1, 6, 8, 10\}$. Note that when $K = 1$, which means only one motion style will attend in the modulation matrix instead of adaptively attentive modulation what MoStAtt is designed for, hence we regard it as w/o MoStAtt.

Table 2 shows the performance of our method with only one motion style ($K = 1$) w/o using MoStAtt drops compare to the baseline, but is largely boosted when multiple motion styles are used along with the MoStAtt mechanism. A small number of motion styles (e.g. $K = 6$) can not fully capture various motion patterns; meanwhile, too many motion styles ($K = 10$) could not improve performance but lead to ineffective computation. In addition, redundant motion styles would not contribute to motion synthesis because they will potentially receive small attention scores. Our method achieves the best performance when $K = 8$.

Modulation Order. In our MoStGAN-V, two different styles are used for weight modulation, i.e., content style and motion style. An important design choice is the order of
Figure 3. Random samples from the comparison baselines and our model on SkyTimelapse 256$^2$, RainbowJelly 256$^2$, CelebV-HQ 256$^2$ and FaceForensics 256$^2$ respectively. Start from $t = 0$ and report every 4-th frame from a 64-frame video clip. To better compare the qualitative results, please refer to synthesised videos in our project webpage.

Table 2. Effect of MoStAtt and different numbers of motion styles. Note that $K = 0$ is StyleGAN-V [26] baseline for comparison and $K = 1$ indicates only single motion style will attend in modulation matrix and thus regarded as w/o MoStAtt.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Motion Styles</th>
<th>FaceForensics 256$^2$</th>
<th>RainbowJelly 256$^2$</th>
<th>CelebV-HQ 256$^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$K=0$ (StyleGAN-V [26])</td>
<td>47.4 89.5</td>
<td>195.4 262.5</td>
<td>68.0 158.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K=1$ (w/o MoStAtt)</td>
<td>50.9 104.6</td>
<td>248.7 122.1</td>
<td>68.4 172.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K=6$</td>
<td>46.3 83.9</td>
<td>96.1 89.9</td>
<td>60.8 143.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K=8$ (default)</td>
<td>39.7 72.6</td>
<td>70.1 74.3</td>
<td>56.1 132.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K=10$</td>
<td>40.4 79.8</td>
<td>77.6 77.9</td>
<td>54.8 125.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Intuitively, the first strategy regards the content-style-modulated weights as the whole context of a video. Then the following MoStAtt assigns significance to motion styles that correspond to possible motions belonging to the current frame given the whole context. Table 3 shows the first strategy has significantly better performance than the one that switches the modulation order. The results verify the advantage of our design choice that first modules the weights using a time-agnostic style at a global perspective and then time-sensitive motion styles at a local perspective.

Style-based weight modulation. We attempt two strategies:

**i)** This is the default setting of our method. We first modulate weights of each synthesis layer with the content style $s$ and then use $K$ motion styles $\{\tilde{m}_k^t\}_{k=1,2,...,K}$ with MoStAtt to module the weights as Section 3.3 introduced.

**ii)** We first modulate the weights of each synthesis layer with $K$ motion styles $\{\tilde{m}_k^t\}_{k=1,2,...,K}$ with MoStAtt mechanism (use $W_G$ instead of $W'_G$ in Eq. (2)) and then, similar to original StyleGAN2 [12], use content style $s$ for weight modulation.
Figure 4. Human evaluation results on FaceForensics $256^2$, RainbowJelly $256^2$, and SkyTimelapse $256^2$ datasets w.r.t motion diversity and temporal consistency.

### Table 3. Different weight modulation strategies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modulation</th>
<th>FaceForensics $256^2$</th>
<th>RainbowJelly $256^2$</th>
<th>CelebV-HQ $256^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FVD$_{16}$ ↓</td>
<td>FVD$_{256}$ ↓</td>
<td>FVD$_{16}$ ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategy i (default)</td>
<td>39.76</td>
<td>72.64</td>
<td>70.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strategy ii</td>
<td>65.07</td>
<td>150.74</td>
<td>124.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Motion difference capture. We conduct experiments w and w/o taking motion difference as discriminator inputs on StyleGAN-V [26] and our model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>FaceForensics $256^2$</th>
<th>CelebV-HQ $256^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FVD$_{16}$ ↓</td>
<td>FVD$_{256}$ ↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>StyleGAN-V [26]</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ motion-diff</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>88.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MoStGAN-V (ours)</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>117.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/ motion-diff (default)</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>72.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.4. Motion Diversity

The motion styles are introduced to model different motion patterns in the generated video. Therefore, we quantitatively analyze a) the diversity of the motion styles; b) how the attention scores change over time, to interpret the behavior of motion styles in $S$ space. Figure 5 shows cosine similarities between $K$ motion styles in different scales, i.e., the first ModConv2d layer of synthesis blocks at resolutions of $8^2, 64^2$ and $256^2$ respectively. Figure 5 shows different motion styles have small similarity scores, which indicates that they are encouraged to be disentangled from each other and model different motion patterns. Figure 6 shows attention scores assigned by deconvolutional filters for different motion styles among time steps. From this figure, we can tell that motion styles are dynamically attending weight modulation matrix to model different motion patterns.

Figure 5. Cosine similarities between different motion styles at the first ModConv2d layer of synthesis blocks at resolutions of $8^2, 64^2$ and $256^2$ respectively on CelebV-HQ $256^2$ [40].

Figure 6. Attention scores for different motion styles in $\mathbb{R}^{c \times t}$ over time at the first ModConv2d layer of synthesis blocks at resolutions of $8^2, 64^2$ and $256^2$ respectively on CelebV-HQ $256^2$ [40].

### 5. Conclusion

In this paper, we rethink a single time-agnostic latent vector of traditional style-based method is insufficient to model temporal motion patterns and thus introduce time-dependent motion styles to facilitate video generation with vivid dynamics. A motion style attention modulation mechanism is further designed to dynamically assign different motion styles to the current frame, which will be used to modulate the deconvolution filter weights in the target synthesis layer. Our method achieves state-of-the-art performance on four video generation benchmarks and the MoStAtt-enhanced generator can produce better qualitative results by generating diverse and temporal coherent motions.
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